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FAMILIAR AX LOOK AND FEEL MINIMIZES TIME TO PRODUCTIVITY  
AND ENHANCES UTILITY

Built exclusively for Microsoft Dynamics AX using X++, TrueCommerce offers the highest 
level of flexibility as it relates to EDI document integration, accommodating your unique 
AX environment, and scaling with your business. When working with Microsoft to design 
our solution, TrueCommerce applied Microsoft’s best of breed approach to deliver high 
volume throughput allowing for multi-threaded processing versus a linear approach 
commonly deployed.

TrueCommerce offers a truly embedded EDI solution, built within the native AX platform, 
that your team will find easy to implement. TrueCommerce extends AX to offer turnkey 
support within AX for complex EDI workflows including order to cash, procure to pay, 
transportation and logistics processes.

TrueCommerce also provides the depth and flexibility to accommodate for modifications 
to your AX environment. Our product design ensures that any customizations made to 
your system such as the addition of new fields, custom business logic, or additional 
workflows do not require reprogramming in your mission critical EDI system.

CONFIGURABLE BUSINESS RULES ENHANCE PROCESSING SPEED  
AND ACCURACY

TrueCommerce includes a rich set of configurable business rules and cross-
references to define “conditional” rules, or to define when to alert your personnel when 
discrepancies are identified such as price variances, stock outs, invoice calculation errors 
and much more. TrueCommerce offers the flexibility to define unique business rules to 
accommodate for the varying demands placed upon your business when supporting 
different distribution models and order profiles.  

System, Company or Customer level rules can be configured by order type, item, 
document, ship-to location, and more, to provide unmatched scalability.
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BENEFITS 
More Connected. More Supported. 
More Prepared for What’s Next.

 hSingle connection to Dynamics 
AX provides seamless access to 
TrueCommerce’s global trading 
partner community

 h End-to-end solution approach 
offers a complete solution, 
implemented and managed by 
one trusted and experienced 
provider

 h Embedded Dynamics AX 
solution aligns EDI processing 
with the business users 
that manage supply chain 
relationships, reducing impact 
on IT resources

 hBuilt in X++ to extend Dynamics 
AX for EDI workflows, 
TrueCommerce offers the 
tightest level of integration 

 h Full featured support for 
Dynamics AX versions 2009,  
2012, 2012 R3, and 7



 hOptional automatic pack slip posting 
after packing shipments

 h Build and generate EDI ASN’s with 
an intuitive interface directly within 
Dynamics AX

 hGenerate GS1 (UCC-128) labels

 h Pre-built integration with Dynamics 
AX’s advanced warehouse 
functionality auto generates multi-
level ASN documents automatically 
creates ASNs

EDI COMPLIANCE SOLUTIONS 
FOR DYNAMICS AX

Additional Features:

 h Flexibility to integrate non-EDI 
standards such as XML ASCII 
delimited, fixed position files and 
others

 hOptional graphical mapping tool 
provides greater flexibility for 
managing unique trading partner 
and business requirements

 h Purchase Order change 
management automatically updates 
AX sales orders based on client, 
company or trading partner level 
change event rules as trading 
partners request time sensitive 
changes to their orders captured at 
the order and line item level

 hDesigned to accommodate 
customer deployed web services, 
and other workflow procedures 
using Visual Studio

 hOptions for cloud-based managed 
service or on-premise deployment 
models

Additional Benefits:

 h Exceptional error checking and 
automated data transformations 
streamline processing and reduce 
chargebacks

 h TrueCommerce offers flexible 
deployment models including  
on-premises based connectivity and 
translation or a fully-hosted model 

 hDepth and flexibility to 
accommodate for AX environment 
customizations to the AX workflow 
does not require reprogramming of 
the EDI system 

 h Easy to learn and use – Our 
configurable solution adapts to your 
business processes, reducing the 
learning curve for end users

 h Scalable, multi-company,  
multi-deployment architecture to 
manage and support the demands 
and complexity of enterprise EDI 
requirements

TrueCommerce’s design minimizes 
the ongoing and arduous task of 
maintaining compliance with your 
trading partners. Inventory and unit 
of measure conversions, business 
rules, date manipulations and much 
more can be defaulted at a system 
or company level or defined at a 
customer level for the ultimate level 
of granularity.

SCALABLE INVESTMENT CURBS 
COSTS AS YOUR BUSINESS 
CONTINUES TO GROW

The TrueCommerce technical 
architecture was built for high volume 
transaction exchanges, storage and 
throughput by leveraging best-of-
breed tools and technologies.

Scalability also implies that your 
EDI partner will be able to provide 
support and services as your business 
demands them. TrueCommerce 
doesn’t charge for support 
incidents or mapping changes 
caused by modified trading partner 
requirements.

INTEGRATED SHIPMENT 
PACKING AND ASN GENERATION

 h Ensure compliance by driving 
consistent processes through 
configured business rules

 hOrder and pick list packing 
capabilities with peripheral device 
support for weight capture, item 
scanning, and quantity validation

 hUse our powerful Auto-Pack 
feature or a wedge scanner to pack 
containers with mixed items
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“  With over 12,000 

deployments across 

platforms, our expertise 

in managing EDI 

implementation processes 

is unmatched.”
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THE TRUECOMMERCE TEAM IS HERE TO HELP! 
If you have any questions regarding TrueCommerce, or how our solutions apply 
to your business, our passionate, customer focused team is here for you. 

Call us today at 888.430.4489

www.truecommerce.com

ABOUT TRUECOMMERCE
TrueCommerce is the most complete 
way to integrate your business 
across the supply chain, integrating 
everything from EDI to inventory 
management, to fulfillment, to digital 
storefronts and marketplaces, to your 
business system and to whatever 
comes next. That’s why thousands of 
companies across various industries 
rely on us.

TrueCommerce.  
Do business in every direction.

https://www.youtube.com/user/TrueCommerceVideo
https://www.linkedin.com/company/38248
https://www.facebook.com/pages/TrueCommerce-EDI-Solutions/202853923086945
https://twitter.com/TrueCommerce

